Job Description

Start your career in Clinical Pharmacology with us
The CNIBR R&D Apprentice Program recruits young talent with a Bachelor or Master's degree keen in developing career in biopharmaceutical industry and offers scientific and professional training in Novartis Shanghai Campus.
The CNIBR R&D Apprentice Program is hosted by China Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research (CNIBR), one of the top R&D centers of Novartis globally. Fresh Bachelor or Master graduates majoring in life sciences will be brought to the new state-of-the-art Novartis Shanghai Campus during the two-year program, trainees will receive fundamental training that equips them with essential skills and knowledge in real-world drug discovery and perform scientific assignments with their mentors in the clinical development settings, mainly focused in Clinical pharmacology.
Those who perform well during the program may apply for opening positions at CNIBR upon completion of the program.

Job Sourcing Statement

You are applying to be part of the Novartis Talent Pool. We are not currently recruiting for this role but we are building a pipeline for future opportunities. If you would like to be considered for a similar position in future, then please submit your CV.

Minimum Requirements

Division
NIBR
Business Unit
Translational Medicine
Location
China
Site
Shanghai
Company / Legal Entity
CNIBR Co. Ltd.
Functional Area
Research & Development
Job Type
Full Time
Employment Type
Temporary
Shift Work
No

Job ID
319302BR

Clinical Pharmacology Trainee - Translational Medicine China
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